Parameter identification of the human lower limb under dynamic, transient torsional loading.
The response of the lower limb to dynamic, transient torsional loading applied at the foot has been measured for a male test subject. The dynamic loading was provided by a computer controlled pneumatic system which applied single haversine (i.e. half cycle of a sine wave) axial moment pulses of variable amplitude (0-100 Nm) and duration (50-600 ms). Potentiometers measured the absolute rotations of the three leg segments. Test variables included rotation direction, weight bearing and joint flexion. Two approaches were explored for specifying parameters (i.e. inertia, damping, stiffness) of a three degree-of-freedom dynamic system model which best duplicated the measured response. One approach involved identification of linear parameters by means of optimization while the other approach entailed estimation. Parameter estimates, which included non-linear, asymmetric stiffness functions, were derived from the literature. The optimization was undertaken so as to identify parameter dependence on test variables. Results indicate that parameter values are influenced by test variables. Results also indicate that the non-linear, estimated model better approximates the experimental data than the linear, identified model. In addition to identifying parameters of a three degree-of-freedom model, parameters were also identified for a single degree-of-freedom model where the motion variable was intended to indicate the rotation of the in vivo knee. It is concluded that the simpler model offers good accuracy in predicting both magnitude and time of occurrence of peak knee axial rotations. Model motion fails to track the measured knee rotation subsequent to the peak, however.